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Mill Hill Meeting - 19 April 2009
Bright and Sunny

by Peter Davies
Another bright and sunny day and a good turnout of members, friends and
supporters.  Billy’s grave looked really well with all of the floral tributes.  Sev-
eral people mentioned how well the cemetery was looking and the grave sur-
rounds and common areas were very well maintained.  That area of the
cemetery surrounding Billy’s grave has filled up over the years and it is no
longer the quiet spot that it originally was although still peaceful just the same.
At the Church Hall the room was soon buzzing with everyone milling around.
Cecilia and Linda were both hard pressed on the merchandise stalls.  Ken

made a very adequate deputy in
charge of the kitchen with end-
less tea and coffee to keep every-
one going and Jen and Jackie did
a sterling job selling the raffle
tickets.
Rob Dee conducted the raffle and
soon the winners were queuing
up to collect their “Billy” prizes.
Thanks were given to Ken
Darvell for his assistance with
the raffle.

Chris Eley, thanked everyone for attending the
event and reminded all present of the date of
the next meeting:- 4th October 2009.  He contin-
ued with an update on the position with regard
to Billy’s statue in Liverpool and said that it is
likely to remain outside and not be moved in-
side as was once intended.  Chris mentioned
also the release of the I’ve Gotta Horse CD.
He continued by mentioning that Billy and
Dusty Springfield were the two most requested
artistes on Brian Matthew’s programme

“Sounds of the Sixties”.  Marty Wilde was also a
great favourite of many Billy fans and Chris
stated that The Sound of Fury team had sent Marty a card on his recent 70th

Bruce Seaton

Pete Lefeet
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birthday and mentioned that he was still touring and paying his own tribute to
Billy in his shows.
Chris continued with a little story as to
how he managed to have a chat to Billy
on one occasion along with Chris’s
friend Jerry Vincent. Apparently Billy
took a shine to Jerry so much so that he
invited him to become his “Gofer” at
gigs.  This was something that hap-
pened many years ago and Chris lost
contact with Jerry but wondered if any-
one knows of his whereabouts?  Chris
announced that the money raised from
the auction items on the afternoon
would be donated to World Horse Wel-
fare through Johnny Red and gave
thanks to everyone who had donated
and supported the auction. Finally he
said that he would now hand over to
the professionals and introduced Rob
Dee.The musical segment of the after-

noon began with Rob giving us Maybe Tomorrow
and then half a dozen other Billy songs to an ap-
preciative audience before introducing Bruce
Seaton for a couple of Billy’s hits.  Johnny Red
was next on stage with a couple of rockers, in-
cluding Play It Cool before Chris Eley joined in
the fun with Do You Really Love Me Too? (Fools
Errand).
Rob then treated us to Don’t Throw your Love
Away, Well I Ask You, and Penny Arcade before
joining Johnny Red on Green Door.  Bruce then
returned with Last Night Was Made for Love fol-
lowed by Pete Lefeet with Elvis’s Don’t Be Cruel.
Rob then finished everything off in grand style
with three more songs including I Love How You
Love Me to a picture waving audience.  Then in
New Year’s Eve style the anthemic Halfway to
Paradise.

Johnny Red – Plays it Cool!

Chris Eley
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The Sound of Fury team wish to give sin-
cere thanks to Rob and all of the other vol-
unteer acts for their musical contributions
and also thank all of the members, friends
and guests who made the effort to provide
the food and refreshments and travelled to
support the event.

Next meeting 4th October 2009

Rob Dee

Billy circa 1959
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The Sunnyside Event – Friday and Saturday
21st/22nd March 2009

by Chris Eley
This review could not be included in the last magazine but has been inserted now
because of the importance of the occasion and to wet the appetites of those who
have yet to attend.  This was our Cecilia’s 60th Birthday weekend and we were in-
vited to stay, with friends Pam and Dave Rogers, at Ken and Cecilia’s place out-
side Northampton. Needless to say we had a great weekend, not least on the
Sunday’s birthday party where Rob Dee performed and the 60’s music played all
day. Linda and I felt privileged to be part of the celebrations. But to the Sunny-
side!
The notes I took were perfunctory as the intention was to enjoy myself instead of

slaving away so I can only impart a flavour of the
evening. The Friday night get together enabled us to
meet up with old friends and being a relaxed, open mike
occasion was highly enjoyable. It was good to see Pauline
Swindells looking so well (sadly she is now ill again and
our thoughts are with this lovely person once more), and
many Billy friends from over the years. Later in the
evening one of the acts dedicated You’ll Never Walk Alone
to Pauline, a very nice touch and true it seems because of
the ‘networking’ on the internet that I am told goes on.  It
was good to finally meet the talented and highly courte-
ous Pat James and his lovely lady for the first time after
being in long distance contact for some time now, and
also Dean Hubert. These are really nice guys and  enjoya-
ble performers so let us  hope they come back each year.
A highlight for me was the performance of Wondrous
Place by John Stack, who accompanied himself on electric
guitar, which was a refreshing change from backing tracks. Also the duet on the
beautiful Elvis number Doin’ The Best I Can, by Paul Staines and Johnny Storme.
Someone dedicated a song to Cecilia for her special birthday and also to Billy’s
Mum Jean who was apparently 88 years old on March 25th and all of the perform-
ers were coordinated by our good friend Rob Dee, who also gave us a few acous-
tic numbers. Once again, a nice change. Always good to see artists display real
talent by playing guitar. I think it fair to say that everyone had a great evening
and went home happy. I do recommend that if you are going to attend and you
really should, that you try to make it on the Friday as it sets the scene for the fol-

Jett Scream
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lowing day, in addition to allowing you to let your hair down and perform if you
wish, in relaxed informal surroundings. On Saturday we set up our wares next to

the other Billy fan club table and amicably worked together, with
the different sets of merchandise complementing each other
more than competing, which was the right way to do it. Late Sat-
urday afternoon saw the Sunnyside debut of long time (15 year)
performer  Dean Hubert who has appeared in Emmerdale and
Crossroads, or so we were told, by compere Pierre Petrou. Good
to see Paul who often pops in to Mill Hill as he has done now for
many years. Looking good in black and with a gold jacket Dean
delivered a fine choice of songs which included You’re Having the
Last Dance With Me, Letter Full of Tears, You’re Swell and surpris-
ingly I’ve Gotta Horse and got the day off to a good start.
The energetic Jett Scream followed Kansas City with a pretty
good run of two great Elvis

numbers, Let Yourself Go and Long Lonely
Highway. Next up was someone who has be-
come a friend and who produces some good
CD’s, Pat James. Not sure about the jokes
though Pat, although to be fair that’s what
Billy did at the Sunnyside when I saw him,
tell awful jokes! How we miss him still. An
unusual but welcome choice was Adam’s
Someone Else’s Baby, with Fools Rush In, Time
Has Come and a fine version of Let Me Go Lover, which suits Pat’s Irish lilt.
Maybe Tomorrow kicked off Andrew Tween’s spot and was followed by a good
attempt at the very hard to sing When Will You Say I Love You. Run To My Lovin’

Arms had shades of the Lenny Welch original and was a very
emotional and good version.  Endless Sleep and others went
down well. Snowy, something of a character and possessing
presence performed an enthusiastic set of Elvis numbers and
also Sea Of Love.  Young Sophie didn’t play her guitar this year
but came up for Snowy, as her Godfather, to dedicate You Are
My Special Angel to her.
The likeable Bruce Seaton opened with a good version of one of
the best songs from the 60’s,You Don’t Know What You’ve Got. (I
have just discovered a version by Wayne Newton on his ‘The
Best of Wayne Newton – Now’ CD which is interesting and not
bad at all). Love the backing track to Bruce’s version too, more

Creeping Bentgrass

Andrew Tween

Dean Hubert
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Shadows style than the original. Could almost have been Peter Williams in
there – pity he has given up performing! We also got Mama Liked The Roses, I’ll
Show You, Magic Wonderland (nice unusual choice) and others.
Jewel, an award winning singer, really has a voice, as befits someone from the
valleys, and put it to good use on a well delivered set
which included Twenty Four Hours from Tulsa, Halfway
to Paradise (stunning) and As Tears Go By among oth-
ers. Great stuff. Some shades of Nana Mouskouri on
Cliff’s Visions and for me childhood memories with
The Day That The Rains Came Down, fine performance,
real hairs on the back of the neck stuff.
Paul ‘Bulldog’ Staines, who apparently has sung with
the Jordanaires, has a fine voice and numbers ranged
from Penny Arcade to Forget Him. He may not have
been aware of it but when he sang I’m Lost Without
You, Venny Williams in the audience was thinking
about the time on December 3rd 1982 when Billy dedi-

cated
this number to her. Great to see
our good friends Paul and Ven-
ny again, with the Sunnyside
and Billy as our special connec-
tion.
Johnny Storme is one cool look-
ing dude and his voice, when
melded with that of Paul
Staines on Elvis’s Twenty Days
and Twenty Nights and the re-

prise of Doin’ The Best I Can from Friday night was a stunning performance.
Johnny was up next on his own with a selection of numbers which included,
unusually, an authentic Am I Blue, and Orby’s A Love So Beautiful.
I had the chance to talk to some of the guys from the next act, Creeping Bent-
grass and how refreshing, no ego, no edge just a bunch of friendly pleasant
and talented guys who gave us a solid live set.
We got I’m A Believer, Picture of You A Thousand Stars, a slow and punchy ver-
sion of Runaway which made me wish ZZ Top would cut it and also a version
of Johnny B Goode.

Geoff Howlett

Paul Staines and Johnny Storme
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Rob Dee, who never disappoints, and without his band, opened with I’d Never
Find Another You and then an excellent take on Play It Cool, preceded by an ac-
capella short version with the audience. At times Rob has Billy’s 1970’s

‘wobble’ in his voice. Can’t believe he’s not far off my age, life has been kinder
to you than to me Rob! Stick Around was nice, and dedicated to Pauline Swin-

dells who apparently
knew Billy well and
to whom Billy used to
sing that track.  Run-
ning Around was next,
a song I didn’t rate
back then but which I
love now, no matter
that Billy strains on it!
Other numbers includ-
ed All I Wanna Do Is
Cry, A Million Miles
From Nowhere, Turn
My Lamp Down and in
closing, a fine It’s On-

ly Make Believe. I am sure a number was dedicated to the very special Pat
Young who was sitting next to Rob’s lovely wife, Chris, but I cannot remember
which one.
Following this set I undertook an auction of various pictures and items, some

from the SOF and some from other generous per-
sons, which helped to raise a substantial amount
towards the Alder Hey Appeal. I would like to
thank those who donated auction items and those
who kindly took part in the auctions and of course
those generous fans who won! On behalf of fans
everywhere, from The Sound of Fury I then pre-
sented Harry and Maureen with a well deserved

picture of Billy at the Sunnyside, from my collection of shots taken on the
night. Harry thanked all of the artist who had given of their time free of
charge, for the event.
Geoff Howlett was up next, playing and singing a variety of 60’s numbers in-
cluding Hello Mary Lou, I’ll Never Quite Get Over You and Here Comes My Baby,
among others. It was now time for the star of the show and friend of Harry’s,

Pauline and Friends

Pat and Chris!
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Vince Eager with his family band Rockola.  Vince has a pedigree few others
have; he’s a real survivor and as friend of Billy’s is ensured of a special place
in the hearts of Billy’s fans. As expected he delivered a powerhouse set begin-
ning with Sweet Dream Baby, then Be Bop A Lula, (Vince comes from Vincent, as
in Gene of course) a skiffle medley, then the Carl Perkins recording Lend Me
Your Comb, followed by Gumdrop, both of  which of course Vince recorded for
his 1958 EP on Decca. He delivered his take on It’s Only Make Believe which
only saw the light of day in recent years, a couple of other numbers and then a
nod towards his old mate Eddie Cochran with a hard driving Cochran medley.
A full version of Hallelujah I Love Her So was excellent, showcased the key-
board player and went down really well. The rock ’n’ roll continued with
Mean Woman Blues, Orbison style. Can this band rock! No Other Baby is always
impressive and my mate Paul Williams really enjoyed hearing Vince’s version

for the first time. It was dedicated to Harry
and Maureen and is also my favourite of
Vince’s later output. Peggy Sue was hard driv-
ing and good. This Should Go On Forever is a
Louisiana style swamp ballad and always
was one of Vince’s best numbers and the in-
evitable Elvis medley followed. Vince
should get together with Bobby Charles, still
recording great albums and cut some num-
bers with him. The acts then all joined Vince
for Halfway to Paradise and Vince and band
then rocked out with a rock ’n’ roll medley
finale that got everyone on the floor. Well
worth the tenner we paid to get in!
It was a fine ending to a great night. The
event was not wall-to-wall Billy Fury music
but a balance has to be met and the Sunny-
side event always manages, in my opinion,
to achieve this. It would not be right to have
the same Billy songs sung over and over
again throughout the night by different art-
ists and juggling the numbers to avoid much

repetition is very difficult. Inserting other artists numbers helps to break the
performances up and to fill the dance floor, and having a great time whilst
honouring Billy is surely what it’s all about. It is only right that the music of

Rockin’ Rob
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other 50,s/60’s artists is also celebrated at these events, providing the major
part of it is Billy related, because contrary to what some folk believe, Billy did
not exist in a musical vacuum.
If you a have not been, we recommend that you do go and if you are a per-
former, especially but not necessarily a Billy one and wish to sing, please con-
tact Harry at Billyfury.com or via 0794 1219207. He is always well subscribed
for acts but new blood can get in. What a great pity Johnny Red has not per-
formed at this type of Sunnyside event yet. It is a Billy Fury event so any
bands/acts participating other than established originals like Vince will need
to perform some Billy numbers in the set.

Book now and don’t be disappointed. Hopefully a flyer will appear in the De-
cember magazine. A DVD of the event is available at around £10 on e-bay and
via the following email; brubaker45@gmail.com or by phone 01489-581213.
Not every number by each artist is there but there is enough to capture the
event and the Vince Eager set is very well covered. A very generous minimum
of £5.00 will be going to Alder Hey for each sale so when you deduct costs on
this it is clearly not a profit making exercise.

Vince Eager and Rockola
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Billy Fury in 1959 – Margo
by Chris Eley

Continuing on from the well received Maybe Tomorrow article in magazine
number 36 (and thank you all so much for emailing and writing in, and to Harry
Whitehouse for putting it on the web) it’s now time to look at the follow up, Margo
or Margo, Don’t Go as it was often advertised as.

Recorded in April 1959, apparently
April the 8th, although the Decca session
sheets don’t show that, together with
the rocking B side Don’t Knock Upon My
Door, it regrettably failed to emulate
the previous Top 20 entry and had
reached only number 28 by the 26th

June, having been released on May 15th.
It was still a considerable achievement
being self penned and a rarity at the
time, so Billy could feel well pleased
that it charted at all. On the other hand
of course it could be argued that hav-
ing been given quite a bit of coverage

in the media over his signing to Decca and the initial hit, the follow up should
have done even better. Later in
the year it was included on the
highly collectable first EP, May-
be Tomorrow.
The truth is that Margo, despite
the strong personal connotation
for Billy was neither as commer-
cial nor as appealing to the fair
sex as its predecessor.
Girls did not want Billy to

‘Have a thing’ for Margo, or an-
yone else but them, and it’s
pretty certain that their feeling
of exclusion helped in no small
way to stall it outside of the
Top 20. It’s another highly wist-
ful and evocative performance Demo Version
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by the young Billy and many fans, especially the older ones rate it today. Not
many tribute performers tackle it but it has become a mainstay in Halfway to Par-
adise – The Billy Fury Story where Col-
in Gold and the boys have melded it
with I’m Lost Without You; a curious
mix which somehow works.  Out of all
of Billy’s self-penned numbers this was
the one that contained a sheer outpour-
ing of heartbreak, because Margo, de-
spite all of Billy’s pleas, did go, and
there is no doubt that the loss cut Billy
deeply.
Years later in 1998 in the excellent Om-
nibus Documentary by Paul Pierrot, or
at least in some of the interviews, parts
of which have to see commercial light
of  day, it was strongly suggested by
one of Billy’s old mates that there was a
definite romance between Ronnie and
Margo, and from the song this might
also be intimated.   However, Margo
Owens, formerly King, is quite clear that although there was a mutual attraction

she found Ronnie to be a little too
young for thoughts of romance
and that the age gap constituted a
barrier in those days.
Her feelings towards Ronnie were
entirely platonic and she was fond
of him as though he was a younger
brother, but admits had she been
younger and unattached things
would very likely have been differ-
ent! Seeing as young women were
already ‘Turning into blobs’
around Billy, according to Billy
Hatton or another one of Ronnie’s
mates back then, this is no surprise.
She was also going steady with a
member of the Irish Guards to

White label 78
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whom she became engaged and subsequently married in Norwich in June
1958.  First they moved to married quarters in Guildford then emigrated to

New South Wales in Australia. Informa-
tion has it that Margo came back to the
UK in the 90’s or some time after and at-
tended a Billy Fury Story concert. It
would be nice to know what she thought
of it and also to make contact again.
Margo and Ronnie (she had to pronounce
it Wonnie because she had difficulty pro-
nouncing her ‘R’s) worked at Joshua
Harris’s store in Norton Street in Liver-
pool (and not Joshua Reynolds as my
Freudian and quite stupid error in one
set of CD notes would indicate). Margo
worked in the shoe department and Ron-
nie was the shop boy, whose job it was to
haul heavy merchandise up to the top
floor. Margo recalls that Ronnie was very
strong and rather big for his age. Accord-
ing to Margo Ronnie was then aged 16,
so we are talking about 1956, and Margo

was twenty and had been courting
for three years. The two got on be-
cause both were music crazy and
Margo had four brothers, one of
whom was Ronnie’s age, so relating
to him was easy. Having no sisters
Ronnie confided his ‘wild dreams
and heartaches’ to Margo.
Margo recalled that Billy said he had
one big dream. “When I become a
star Margo you are going to be my
manager or secretary and I am going
to buy my Mum a big house in the
country.”
Well, Billy did become famous and of
course bought his parents ‘Wondrous
Place’ in Liverpool.
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It was clear to Margo, as it has ever been clear to all women in such circum-
stances, that Ronnie was more than fond of her, and  on top of that evident af-
fection he actually told her how he loved her legs and figure, to which she
would reply, in a defusing way, ”I  bet you say that to all the girls!” Margo re-
calls that Ronnie literally cried when he knew she was leaving and the lyrics
in the song he wrote just for her are terribly poignant and full of the anguish
that only unrequited young love can know. Margo was very upset at Ronnie’s

© Bill Francis, Flair Photography
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reaction and he said to her that he would write a song for her, which of course
he did. At the time of commenting on her friendship with Ronnie Margo did
not have a copy of the song. It seems Ronnie tried to contact her after she

moved away, turning up at her
former home in a ‘Flash’ car, but
they were never to meet again.
Ronnie used to practice the way
he stood, the way he moved and
after months of practice, some-
time in May 1958 he let Margo
book him into a local “Find the
Singer contest.” Margo reckons
that Billy won the heat and ap-
peared in working men’s clubs in
Aintree. It is food for thought as
to just how many local gigs Billy
performed before being discov-
ered at the Essoldo. There did
not seem to be quite the same me-

dia fuss about Margo at the time of release as there had been for the debut 45
but the B side, Don’t Knock Upon My Door  has, over the years, become a firm
favourite with the rock ’n’ roll fraternity, being reis-
sued in November 1959 as the A side.
A great version of the ‘B’ side with a nice guitar
break in place of the piano exists on the Billy Fury
at the BBC CD, perhaps better than the single re-
lease and even Shakin’ Stevens put his commenda-
ble take on it on one of his albums during the 1980’s.
During May Billy was part of the Arthur Howe
‘Marty Wilde Show. During August 1959, once
again believed to be August 24th, Billy recorded
Time Has Come, his own composition, and a cover of
Angel Face. This latter number, a Pomus-Shuman
track had been recorded in the USA by James Dar-
ren  and whilst the song had its moments, the vocal
strain is very obvious and the record, whilst quite
catchy in parts, was not exactly the finest moment
of that ace song writing duo.  In a year of many
great chart busting releases it failed to pull in the

Red Label  reissue
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sales, becoming one of only four singles out of twenty six by Billy on Decca not
to chart. It was released on Septem-
ber 11th.
Darren, who experienced three hits
in the U.S. and one in the U.K. in
1962, also failed to dent the charts
with this so the song failed to connect
all round. Billy’s version has the edge
because of the more plaintive vocal.
Time has Come is a charming and of-
ten neglected number, being another
one not covered by tribute singers.
Pity. The truth might be that it needs
Billy’s plaintive, adolescent vocals to
make Time Has Come work at all.  It
was released in the USA on London
with Last Kiss, a curious choice of
tracks, two UK B sides, but nice
tracks for all that. They failed to chart
over there, a fate that befell all of
Billy’s U.S. releases.
Billy started one night shows with Johnny Duncan and his Blue Grass Boys start-
ing at Worksop Regal on March 15th and culminating on March 22nd. This was

UK 45  Demos
Time Has Come Angel Face
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projected to be followed by a thirteen day tour taking in Blackburn City Hall and
a debut in Scotland and Ireland, but confirmation is needed as to whether this

took place.
There were six ap-
pearances starting
from 14th February
1959 on Oh Boy and
regrettably the only
surviving as yet
aired solo clip is of
course that classic
one showing a terrif-
ic looking Billy sing-
ing Don’t Knock Upon
My Door.
It is amazing what a
transition occurred
between October
1958 and this clip
from 30th May 1959,

which shows a seasoned,
vocally strong and highly
sensual performer, streets
ahead of any other in this
country as regards the over-
all package of voice, looks
and presence. Of the big
three Marty had the voice,
no doubt about that, still
does. Cliff had a good voice
too, great and catchy com-
mercial songs, a distinctive
backing band and the rock

’n’ roll look but Billy was
set apart somehow, in the
way Elvis was from the

US release

US release
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other greats in the U.S.; some indefinable combination.
Billy, like Elvis, had it all, but when a far greater vulnerability than any other
male artist ever had was added to the mix, as it was with Billy, that
special something was heightened and it never really left him, although it’s
probably true to say however, that there was much less ‘Fury’ from 1964 on-
wards, perhaps due to Larry Parnes attempt to market Billy as a boy-next-
door all rounder, a role in which, thankfully, he appeared to feel

Billy on Oh Boy
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Billy on Oh Boy
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Billy on Oh Boy
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Billy on Oh Boy © Bill Francis, Flair Photography
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uncomfortable. The Elvis influence loomed large in Billy’s stage show and in
the choice of songs he performed with the Beat Boys, something that would
continue until at least around 1963.
It was during 1959 and whilst performing Mean Woman Blues that Billy was
observed by reporter Mark Crossways who subsequently revealed Billy’s on-
stage antics in the Picturegoer magazine. This stage act, which could so easily
have been, like early Cliff, almost a parody on 1956 Elvis, was actually so in-
tense and believable that it inflamed women and girls whilst evoking reac-
tions in their men folk which ranged from disgust to outright anger. Many
people have said that when Ronnie walked on stage he visibly grew into Billy
Fury and really believed in his persona. Nothing tongue in cheek with Billy,
just the explosion of his alter ego.
It was Oh Boy however that brought Billy into countless lives by appearing in
their living rooms and making their Fury connection a lifetime thing, in the
way that Thank Your Lucky Stars would later do for a whole generation of
early 60’s ‘pop’ lovers. In addition to February 14th Billy was known to have
appeared on March 14th, 25th April, 9th May, 23rd May and May 30th, the final
show.
There may have been other performances on around thirteen shows recorded
for export or perhaps on home movie off-screen copies as with Elvis early TV
Shows, even original copies which have gone missing, but if they are out there
no-one is being forthcoming, which is criminal to say the least. It won’t be too
long before no-one will be interested or the footage will be beyond salvation.
Several Vernon’s Girls had a soft spot for Billy and recall him with affection
today, as indeed he remembered in 1982 with regard to them. During Septem-
ber Billy appeared in The Great Pop Prom at the Royal Albert Hall and not for
the only time in his career. In October of that year Billy went through a rough
patch by being banned in Dublin, which is another story, and a major hit
seemed, and indeed was, some time away.
With Special thanks to “Jack Good’s Oh Boy”
http://fortunecity.com/greenfield/wolf/31/id17.htm)  to my good friend Will
McNeil, Ray Flight and all contributors on the Oh Boy website; Trevor Cajiao
(Now Dig This), John Beecher (Roller Coaster Records), Bill Francis and
Margo Owens.

Congratulations
Congratulations to Lynda and Peter Keller whose first Grandchild was born
on 18th July 2009, a baby boy called Jack who weighed in at 81b 9ozs.
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My Top Ten Billy Fury Songs
by Colin Paul

This has to be one of the most difficult things I have ever had to do. On asking
Chris if I could choose my all time Billy Fury top ten songs’ and Chris agree-
ing, I set to work compiling my choice and finding over 40 of my favourites
and wondering how I was going to scale it down to ten. I was even having
trouble getting it down to 30. I managed to get it to 25 then wrote a little about
each track and what it meant to me and then chose from the songs that were
more personal to me. So even though I have missed many out, here goes and
why.

10 It’s Only Make Believe

This song just proves that everything Billy touched turned to gold. Holding
that note at the end is just the icing on the cake for me. It’s very rare that some-
one can record a cover of a well known hit and improve on the original. Billy
did just that with this classic as well as his covers of many other great songs,
Halfway to Paradise, and A Thousand Stars included.

09 My Advice

You could be forgiven for thinking that this great rockabilly song was record-
ed at Sun Studios in Memphis. In fact recorded in the UK in 1960 and taken
from the classic Sound of Fury album, every song on the album was written
by Billy and even today stands out as the greatest British rockabilly album ev-
er produced. Other standout songs for me include That’s Love, You Don’t Know
and Alright Goodbye. With Joe Brown on lead guitar it could not fail to deliver.

08 Cross my heart

Why this was a B-side I will never know. With its great beat and sing along
lyrics it could match any song released at the same time by the likes of Neil
Sedaka, Bobby Darin etc. This really could have been a number one for Billy in
my opinion. I love it, whether I’m playing it on CD or performing it in my
own show. It’s just one of those songs I could never do without.

07  I’m Lost Without You

This has to be my favourite song of Billy’s 60’s hits. Everything about this song
speaks volumes.  I love the way this song builds to a great finish. To me it’s
Billy at his very best and nobody but Billy could do this song any better. I’m
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sure this song would be in many fans top ten, and rightly so. His vocals on
this are fantastic.

06 Maybe Tomorrow

There was no doubt what so ever that this song could not be included. With
this being Billy’s first single release backed by Gonna Type a Letter [another
fave] it changed everything. I really believe without this song we would never
have had Billy Fury. To me this is Britain’s Heartbreak Hotel. Maybe
Tomorrow/Gonna Type a Letter  made us sit up and take notice of British rock ‘n’
roll.

05 Don’t Knock Upon My Door

British rock ‘n’ roll at its best. Although regarded by many as the British Elvis,
Billy truly was unique in the respect he wrote his own music. At that time it
was really rare to write your own material, let alone do it well. A lot of artists
at the time were covering the American hits. Billy truly was underrated and as
for being the British Elvis! I think it’s the other way round. This song is pure
rock ‘n’ roll and seeing Billy perform this song on ‘Oh Boy’ must have woken
up the UK with a bang to what a special talent was all about.

04 All My Hopes

I love the power in Billy's voice on this recording. Even though a few did, I
would have loved more of the legends of the 50’s/60’s to have covered Billy’s
songs. Could you imagine if a group of stars of the past and the present got
together today and recorded an album of Billy Fury songs. Now that would be
amazing. (Tried to set up such a project but regrettably, just weeks ago, the sponsor
has rejected the idea because of the ‘Financial Climate’ – Ed.)
Yeah I know it probably will never happen but sometimes dreams do come
true. It would be great to hear and I’m sure  more people would discover the
music of Billy. It would also make more people realise just how special a man
Billy Fury really was.

03 Devil or Angel

You would definitely be forgiven for thinking Billy recorded this in the early
60’s when in fact it was the 80’s. A truly superb doo wop classic. His producer
Stuart Coleman said even Billy was shocked when he heard the playback. I’m
sure it boosted Billy's confidence no end and made him proud. As  fans of
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Britain’s greatest, I’m sure we are all proud too and never tire of listening to
this classic recording.

02 Be Mine Tonight

Billy’s first single release of the 80’s. Simply outstanding.  Produced by Stuart
Coleman who also boosted the career of Shakin Stevens and made him a star.
Again one of those songs any fan would be proud to have as a favourite song.
Billy’s vocal just shines and I’m sure had a video been produced a massive hit
for Billy could have been on the cards.

01 I’ll Show You

One of the most haunting and
beautiful ballads I have ever
heard. Nobody could sing this
the way Billy delivers. On com-
piling my list even at the start
this was my number one. This
should have been a single re-
lease. I have no doubt in my
mind what so ever had it been
an A-side and released with the
right promotion around Christ-
mas time, I know it would have
been a number one. Well at
least it’s number one here and
I’m sure on many other fans list
too. On finishing I hope you
like my choice of Billy's top ten.
Other songs that are in my top
25 include ... I Must Be Dream-
ing, Love or Money, Lady, Forget
Him and many many more. I
would love to read other fans
top tens and who knows maybe
one day an album could be pro-
duced from the fans for the fans.
(Great idea Colin – the Anthology
was supposed to do that but so few contributed their lists that we went ahead with
what we thought they would want – Ed.)

Colin in action
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Make sure you get a copy of this!
The August 2009 issue of ‘Now Dig This’ (No. 317), contains a six-page spread
entitled Teenage TNT – A pictorial guide to Elvis on tour in 1957.  More than
40 fantastic/rare/cool
photos take you on
an amazing journey
as the Nation’s Only
Atomic Powered Sing-
er rocks and rolls his
way from Chicago to
Hawaii. The scream-
ing crowds, the press
conferences, the gold
lame, the gyrations,
Nipper the dog . . .
It’s all here!
Order Yours
Today!
£4.00 (UK)
£4.25 (Europe)
£5.20 (RoW)
From: Now Dig This,
19 South Hill Road,
Bensham,
Gateshead,
Tyne & Wear
NE8 2XZ
Order on-line
at www.nowdigthis.co.uk

Thunderbolt Magazine features information on Billy!
Published first week in October with special 8 page interview with 1969 Torna-
dos and pictures of Billy. New revelations about working with Billy. Special
price –£3.00 only to SOF Members. Write to: Mark Newsome, Greenacres,
Old Romney, Romney Marsh, Kent, TN29 9SW or  telephone order on
01797 361817

For Sale
Original ten inch SOF album for sale. Call Ian on 0161-9735947
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Rob in Good Voice at Whitby
by Peter Davies

Early June saw the return of the bi-Annual Whitby 60’s Musical Festival and
once again Rob Dee appeared with his tribute to Billy Fury. He has worked

hard on his act and
was much appreciat-
ed by an enthusiastic
audience, one of
whom managed to
throw some under-
wear on stage. Rob
was on stage with a
set of twenty three
songs starting with
Play it Cool to his en-
core rendition of the
inappropriately titled
Forget Him.  The act
portrayed several of
Billy’s out and out
rockers but also some
of the big ballads as
well as one or two
lesser known Billy
numbers. He was
able to dedicate Like
I’ve Never Been Gone
to Billy fans Dave
and Jackie and man-

aged to persuade the audience of six hundred to accompany him with hand
waving on A Thousand Stars. Several Sound of Fury Team members made the
long trip to Whitby with Ken and Cecilia adding on a few more days to spend
in a delightful part of the country.  All who attended agreed that Rob was cer-
tainly in very good voice and deserved his standing ovation for all of his hard
work.  Once more he was the afternoon’s star and we much appreciate his
Sound of Fury Fan Club plug which has resulted in several new members join-
ing us.
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide

September
12 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story            Rothes Hall, Glenrothes

01592 611101
14 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story            Edinburgh Playhouse,

08706 063424
19      Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story            Grand Opera House, York
                                                      08706 063595
25 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story            The Grove Theatre,

Dunstable, 01582 602080
26 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story            The Harlow Playhouse,

01279 431945
29 Colin Paul & the Persuaders Billy Fury             Huntington W.M. Club,

Night                                                     York, 07703717201
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October
 2 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story          Grimsby Auditorium

08700 602331
3 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story          The Majestic Theatre,

Retford 01777 706866
 8      Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story          New Theatre, Oxford
                                                    08706 077484
 9 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story          Congress Theatre,

Eastbourne
17 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story          De Montfort Hall,

Leicester, 01163 333 111
24 Billy Fury Charity Night starring Rob Dee          Evesham W.M. Club

See advert on p. 13                           01386 41676
24 Johnny Red & The Rebel, The Billy, Shaky         Club Oasis, Caister on Sea

and Elvis Show                                  07887 851 427
25 Johnny Red & The Rebel, The Billy, Shaky          Kingsley Park W.M.C.

and Elvis Show Northampton 07887 851 427
29 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story          Southport Theatre

08448 472380
30 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story          Opera House, Manchester

0870 401 6000
30 Johnny Red & The Rebel, The Billy, Shaky          Rushden Town Band Club,

and Elvis Show                                  07887 851 427
31 Rob Dee Solo Tribute to Billy Fury                  Robinswood Social Club,

Gloucester 07745567431
31 Colin Paul & the Persuaders Billy Fury                 Melksham Assembly Rooms

Night                                             07703717201
November
 6 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story          Regent Centre, Christchurch

01202 499148
6/7 Colin Paul & the Persuaders – Billy Fury          Metropole Hotel, Blackpool

Weekend                                    01253 722300

2010 Calendar
The new A3 calendar for 2010 with 12 colour pictures of Billy will be available
from October priced same as last year £10 + £1.75 P+P. Please make cheques
payable to The Sound of Fury and send to PO Box 1117, Hutton, Preston
PR2 0DT.
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